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ABSTRACT. Longuet - Higgins method for long shore current and Bijker method for 
sediment transport calculations are worldwide used mathematical model in the coastal engi
neering. When using them, we should image how work the methods and what is sensitivity 
and influence of each parameters on final results as sediment transport . In this paper, the 
influences of parameters N, P of lateral turbulent mixing forces on the long shore current 
and then on the sediment transport are estimated. The Bijker example is used and the 
computation results are compared with Bijker results for neglecting the lateral turbulent 
mixing. A field application with appropriate parameters N and P for Le Thuy beach is 
obtained for verification of long shore current and sediment transport . 

1. Introduction 

Shore protection and beach stabilization are major responsibilities of all scien
tists concerning the coastal environment in general and the marine mechanics in 
particular. Recently, along the coastline of Vietnam many stretches such as Hai 
Hau, Hoa Duan, Dinh An beaches are suffering from severe chronic erosion and at 
the same times some places such as Hai Phong; Cua Lo ports, Dinh An navigational 
channel etc. are coping with the siltation. The calculations of long shore sediment 
transport are the main part of all coastal line evolution numerical models which 
have proven to be powerful tools to assist the most appropriate measure of shore 
protection. At the same time, based on the theoretical achievements of the con
cept of wave radiation stresses and long shore current obtained by Longuet-Higgins , 
Stewart, Battjes [1 J the lateral mixing due to turbulence has significant influence on 
the long shore current profile and, as a results , on the long shore sediment transport. 

The aim of this study therefore is to investigate the influences of lateral turbulent 
mixing forces determined by the parameters N and P on the longshore sediment 
transport. From the verification with the field measurements (waves, nearshore 
current and sediment transport) at Le Thuy beach the appropriated values are 
commented for further use. 
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2. Long shore current computation by Longuet-Higgins model and 
sediment transport computation by Bijker method 

2 .1. Forces acting on the water mass in the surf zone 
There are 4 forces acting on the water mass in the long shore direction in the 

surf zone in particular and in the coastal zone in general: 
+ Radiation stress: a pressure force generated by waves in the surf zone. 
+ Tidal forces along the coast: the force caused by the influence of the water 

surface slope along the coast and the inertia of the water mass in the motion of a 
tidal wave propagating along the coast. 

+ The bottom friction force: This friction force is related to the bottom response 
to the water velocity in the near bottom layer. The friction force is calculated under 
the combination of wave and current . 

+The turbulent force: the two first above mentioned forces are the driving forces 
and the third force belongs to a resistance force . The turbulent force acts as both 
driving and resistance force . It tends to smooth a sharp, steep velocity profile. The 
lateral turbulent force is the force caused big dispersion of momentum through a 
vertical plane parallel to the coast (the y axis) resulting from a gradient of velocity 

in the x direction, ~~ , where v is the long shore current velocity. 

It is convenient to introduce ax-direction coordinate system: the origin is taken 
at the coastline and positive x is facing seaward. Neglecting the tidal force, the 
above mentioned forces are discussed in detail by the following: 

a. Driving force of radiation stress (Sxy) for long shore current is its cross-shore 

gradient ( d:;y) . Differentiating the long shore component of wave radiation stress 

in term of energy flux gave [1 J: 
- Outside the surf zone: 

- Inside the surf zone: 

dSxv = o. 
dX 

dSxy _ 5 2 ( h) 3; 2 sin ao ----PT g --m ax 16 Co 

(2.1) 

(2 .2) 

where: C0 is the wave celerity in deep water , g is the acceleration of gravity, m is 
the beach slope ( = dh / dx) , "Y is the wave breaker index, p is the mass density of 
water and a 0 is the angle of wave approach in deep water . 

b. Bottom friction force : This force is obtained from the equation for combined 
current and wave bottom friction shear stress as [1 J: 

_ pg [ ( ub) i.13] 
Tcxw = C 2 Q. 75 + 0.45 ~-;; (2 .3) 
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where: C is the Chezy coefficient, Ub is the wave-caused water velocity amplitude 
near the bottom, v is the current velocity averaged over the depth, ~ is the parameter 
depending on the Chezy coefficient and the bottom wave friction term. 

c. Lateral turbulent mixing force : this force is denoted as dTL [2] ax 
dTL = N pg1;2(m)3;2..!!:_ [(x)5/2 dv] 
ax ax ax (2.4) 

where: TL = h r e; r e is the lateral turbulent eddy stress due to wave, N is a 
dimensionless , turbulent closure coefficient for lateral wave mixing (N < 0.016-
proposed by Longguet-Higgins (see [2])) 

2.2. Long shore current computation 
The momentum balance equation derived by Longuet-Higgins (see [1]) is: 

dSxy __ dTL 
ax - Tcxw + ax = 0. (2.5) 

Solving the equation (2.5) with the radiation stress, bottom friction and lateral 
mixing forces determined by equations (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), (2.4) yields the desired 
expression for distribution of current velocity along the cross-shore section. 

a. Neglecting lateral turbulent mixing: 
+ Inside the surf zone [3]: 

v; = 57r J9 sin a0 _!!__hm (2.6) 
1 8V2 Co 'Y ffw 

where: Vi is long shore current, f w is a dimensionless coefficient depending on 
bottom roughness and the amplitude of the water displacement near the bottom. 

+ Outside the surf zone: 

Vi= o. (2 .7) 

b. Reference long shore current velocity: 
Again neglecting lateral turbulent mixing stresses, the long shore current at the 

breaker line Vbr can be used as a reference velocity. It becomes from equation (2.6) 
after taking h = hbr· 

(2.8) 

c. With the lateral turbulent mixing: 
+ Dimensionless long shore current: Longuet-Higgins introduced the dimension

less variables, X and V as following [1], [2]: 
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V=-· 

Vbr 
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The dimensionless parameter P represents the relative importance of lateral turbu
lent mixing of the wave orbital motion to the bottom friction resistance: 

(2.10) 

where C1 is a boundary resistance coefficient due to both wave and long shore 
current . 

Longuet-Higgins has solved equation (2 .5) with the dimensionless parameters X , 
V and P and obtained the following results [1], [2]: 

+ In general, P # 0.4 

V =AX+ B 1XP1 0 < X < 1 (inside breaker zone) 

V = B 2XP2 X > 1 (outside breaker zone) 

A- 1 

- (l-~P) 

P1 = -~ + v 9 + 1 
4 16 p 

P2 = - ~ - v 196 + ~ 
B1 = P2 - 1 A 

P1-g 
P1 -1 

B2 = A 
P1 -P2 

+ In singularity, P = 0.4 

10 5 
V = -X - -XlnX 0 < X < 1 (inside breaker zone) 

49 7 
10 5 

V = -X - -XlnX X > 1 (outside breaker zone) 
49 7 

2.3. Sediment transport computation 
Bed load sediment transport by Bijker (see [3]) is : 

Q,.,, _ 5D ;;;V [-0.276.D50pg] 
.Lb - 50y g- exp _ 

C µTew 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

(2 .15) 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

where: D 50 is mean (503) sediment grain size, V is current velocity (by wave, 
wind ... ), ~is the relative sediment density, 

~ = Ps - P 
p 
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Ps is the mass density of the sediment, µis the ripple factor, Tew is the current and 
wave shear stress , 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

where: Tc is the bed shear due to current alone, Tw is the bed shear due to wave 
alone. 

For the suspended load sediment transport ( QT5 ), Bijker used Einstein integrals 
11 and 12 which result in the simple relationship [3] : 

QT = QTs + Qn = Qn(l + 1.83Q) (2 .23) 

where Q = I 1ln(33h/ T) + 12 ; 11 , · 12 are Einstein integrals, Tis bed roughness. 
A table of the values of Einstein integrals is ready as the input file for computa

tion. 

3. Long shore current, sediment transport computations and applica
tion for Le Thuy beach 

3.1. Bijker example 
The following example is intended to demonstrate two calculations: First, com

putations of long shore current in the case of neglecting lateral mixing stresses and 
including lateral mixing stresses with different dimensionless mixing parameters P 
are illustrated. Second, the influence of different cross shore distributions of current 
to sediment transport is demonstrated by computing sediment transport distribu
tion using Bijker method by various long shore currents. The input offshore wave 
and beach bathymetry conditions are assumed to be the same one in Bijker example 
[3] . These are: 

Wave period, T 
Wave height, Ho 
Approach angle , a 0 

Breaker index, / 
Beach slope, m 
Bottom roughness, r 

Boundary resistance coefficient, Ct 
Sand mean diameter, D50 

Water density, p 
Sand density, Ps 
Particle fall velocity, W 
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7.0s 
2.0m 
30° 
0.8 
0.01 
0.06m 
0.01 
0.200mm 
1000 kg/m3 

2650 kg/m3 

0.0252 m/s 



The cross shore beach section is chosen with the step of 25m from the shoreline 
to 500 m seaward corresponding depth step of 0.25 m from 0 m to 5 m. The com
putation starts with the wave transformation calculation [3]. For each vertical , the 
obtained wave height is used to check the breaker index. The current computa
tions are followed the equation (2.6)-(2.19) with the computing distribution of long 
shore current velocity without lateral mixing stresses on the first step. Lastly the 
distribution of long shore current with lateral mixing stresses for all the section is 
obtained. The sediment transport for each vertical is calculated by Bijker method 
[3]. The cross shore distribution of the calculated current velocities is illustrated in 
the figure 1. 
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Fig. 1. Long shore current calculated by Longuet-Higgins method 

wit h various P values for the Bijker example 

Vi is the current velocity obtained by the equation (2.6)-(2.8), corresponding to 
the case of no lateral mixing stresses. Vi is calculated with various dimensionless 
mixing parameters P (P from 0.001 to 0.4 and N is from 0.00025 to 0.10186 re
spectively) . The current calculated by Bijker [2] (V. Bijker) corresponding to the 
case of no lateral mixing stresses is also shown in the figure 1 and it has the same 
magnitude as Vi. Figure 1 very clearly demonstrates the smoothing effect of lateral 
stresses. The maximum long shore current velocity occurs at the breaker line in the 
case without lateral mixing. Taking larger P values gives more lateral turbulent 
mixing to smooth and spread the Vi profile across the surf zone and beyond the 
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breaker. 
Figure 2 shows the results of sediment transport computing by Bijker method 

and total long shore sediment transport for the cross shore section based on differ
ent current profiles depending on the various mixing parameters P. According to 
Figure 2 the total long shore sediment transport for various current profiles does 
not change so much. In the case of very small P (P = 0.001) the integrated long 
shore sediment transport for cross shore section increases in comparing with the 
case of neglecting the lateral mixing because of the spread effect which increases 
the current velocity inside, and outside the breaker zone. In general the total long 
shore sediment transport does not change so much depending on the various mixing 
parameters P because of the following reasons: 

+ The integrated volume of longshore current velocities and the cross shore area 
which is defined as total long shore sediment transport changes not so much, 

+ Because of the spread effect which increases the current velocity near shore 
line and results to the increasing of total long shore sediment transport . 
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Fig . 2. Total long shore sediment transport calculated by Longuet-Higgins 

method with various P values for the Bijker example 

3.2. A field application at Le Thuy beach 
The coastal line of Le Thuy - Quang Binh province is Northwest-Southeast ori

ented with rather strait line. The bathymetry is quite simple with the depth contours 
paralleled to the shore line. The bottom soil consists of fine and middle sand. The 
data on wave, current and partly on sediment transport are available during the pe
riod of 1992-1995 (National Marine Program [4]) and 1996-1997 (Research Program 
of the Qross-section of Tongking Gulf; Sub-Institute of Marine Mechanics [5]) . The 
computation is made for the duration from 16 h 6/I/1995 to 10 h 11/I/1995. During 
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the computation period two wave recorders (at the depth of 20 m and 1.5 m) were 
exploited and the long shore current was measured each 3 hours by floating method. 
A sediment trap was operated at the depth of 1.5m for the recording duration from 
11 h 8/I to 11 h 9/I. 

The wave at the depth of 20 m was the input offshore wave for each 3 hour 
periods. The other input parameters are: 

Breaker index, / 
Beach slope, m 
Bottom roughness, r 
Boundary resistance coefficient, C1 
Sand mean diameter, D50 

Water density, p 

Sand density, Ps 
Particle fall velocity, W 

0.8 
0.01 
0.06m 
0.01 
0.400mm 

: 1000 kg/m3 

2650 kg/m3 

: 0.0252 m/ s 

Figure 3 depicts the long shore current calculated without lateral mixing and with 
the various P values in the case with lateral mixing for 16 h 9/I/1995. The cross 
shore distribution of long shore sediment transport for the same time is tabulated 
in the table 1. 
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Fig. 3. Long shore current velocity calculated by Longuet-Higgins method with 

various P values for Le Thuy beach 16h 9/ 1/ 1995, (star) is the measurement value 
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According to the figure 3, the maximum long shore current (North directed) 
belongs to the first case (without lateral mixing) with the value of about 0.35 m/s. 
The currents in the second case are changed by various dimesionless P values . The 
measurement current velocity (denoted by a star in the figure) is 0.21 m/s. The long 
shore current and sediment transport calculations are operated for 7 cases from 16 h 
6/ I to 10 h 11 / I and the most fitting P values with the measurement is P = 0.05. 

Tab . 1. The cross shore distribution of long shore sediment transport 
Q [m3/ s]x10- 3 with various P values at Le Thuy beach 16h 9/ 1/ 1995 

(hdeep=0.57 m; Tdeep= 6.0 s, Zdeep=E) 

Cr.dis Depth Q Q Q Q Q Q 
[m] [m] p = 0.001 p = 0.005 p = 0.010 p = 0.0050 p = 0.100 p = 0.400 

0 0.00 0.4007 0.4050 0.4104 0.4441 0.4570 0.3950 
25 0.25 2.2581 2.2751 2.2720 2.0752 1.8737 1.2866 
50 0.50 3.9858 3.8625 3.7608 3.2018 2.7923 1.8020 
75 0.75 2.1302 2.0292 2.0145 2.0347 1.9645 1.5118 
100 1.00 0.0040 0.0390 0.1282 0.6423 0.8901 1.0314 
125 1.25 0.0052 0.0052 0.0159 0.2683 0.4937 0.7910 
150 1.50 0.0065 0.0065 0.0065 0.1389 0.3195 0.6614 
175 1.75 0.0078 0.0078 0.0078 0.0771 0.2145 0.5529 
200 2.00 0.0090 0.0090 0.0090 0.0454 0.1489 0.4646 
225 2.25 0.0100 0.0100 0.0100 0.0279 0.1059 0.3911 
250 2.50 0.0109 0.0109 0.0109 0.0178 0.0770 0.3311 
275 2.75 0.0116 0.0116 0.0116 0.0130 0.0572 0.2821 
300 3.00 0.0129 0.0129 0.0129 • 0.0129 0.0451 0.2531 
325 3.25 0.0147 0.0147 0.0147 0.0147 0.0377 0.2376 
350 3.50 ****** ****** ****** ****** ****** ****** 
Total sed. 

8.86730 8.6992 8.6853 9.0140 9.4770 9.9918 
transport 

Table 2 shows the amounts of sediment caught by the sediment traps operated 
at the depth of 1.5 m (station LT3 [4]) . Based on the table 2, the average amount 
of sediment transport to the North for the measured layer from 10 cm to 40 cm 
above the sea bottom is approximately 230 grams per day. Based on the area of the 
sediment trap (the diameter catching circle is 0.005 m) and the suspended sediment 
transport is 1/ 3 of total sediment transport (for the sand bottom with grain size of 
0.0004 m) the total North directed sediment transport is about 3.3 m3 per day. For 
the sector from 75 m to 100 m from the coastal line the amount of sediment transport 
is approximately 72 m3 per day. Based on the computation of sediment transport 
(the total sediment transport for the whole cross shore section is tabulated on the 
table 2) the sediment transport for the section from 75 m to 100 m far from the 
shoreline is 0.0006423 m3 / s which results to the total sediment transport of 55 m3 
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per day. It can be seen that the difference of the measured and calculated sediment 
transport volume per day is in the acceptable range. 

Tab . 2. Amounts of sediment filled into sediment traps 
at Le Thuy coastal station [4] . Recording duration 11 h 8/ 1 - 11 h 9/ 1 

Number of sand Elevation above the Sediment amount Direction of 
traps sea bottom [m] [grams] sediment transport 

16 0.4 125.417 N 
23 0.4 24.954 s 
17 0.2 270.482 N 
21 0.2 141.0.2 s 
11 0.1 290.389 N 
2 0.1 226.426 s 

It is worth to note that the North directed sediment transport at Le Thuy coastal 
zone takes place only during Summer time - SW monsoon and during the transition 
time from Summer to Winter and inverse with the deep sea wave angle band from 
SE to E. For the whole year the predominated wave is from the Northeast monsoon 
(NE direction) . According to the computation of long-shore transport rate by rou
tine procedure of GENESIS model by SEDTRAN program the South net sediment 
transport is about 430,000 m3 per year while the North directed sediment transport 
is 93,000 m3 per year [5] . 

4. Conclusion 

Longguet-Higgins method is reasonably accepted in long shore current calcula
t ion for near shore study in general and sediment transport calculation in particular. 
The range of dimensionless parameter Pis from 0.001 to 0.4, the good fitt ing value 
of P to measurement at Le Thuy beach is P = 0.05 and N = 0.013. 

The total long shore sediment transport for various current profiles according to 
various lateral mixing parameters P and N does not change so much. According to 
the annual estimated long shore transport by Bijker example, the yearly volume of 
long shore sediment transport decreases about 253 when the lateral mixing para
meter P increases from 0.001 to 0.4. The spreading effect decreases the maximum 
current velocity at the breaker line and at the same time increases the current ve
locity inside and out side the breaker line. In order to increase the accuracy of 
the longshore sediment transport calculation, more effort should be focussed on de
termination of sediment properties and on the near shore wave calculations (wave 
breaker line, wave radiat ion stresses etc .. . ). 

The field application at Le Thuy beach shows the reasonable calculation results 
comparing with the measurements. 
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cAc LVC TRAO Dor R6r NGANG TRONG M6 HINH TfNH DONG CHAY DQC BO 

cuA LONGUET-HIGGINS vA ANH HUONG cuA CHUNG BEN DONG 
,.. ,,J ' " ' 

VAN CHUYEN BUN CAT DQC BO 

Mo hlnh tfnh dong chay song d9c ba cua Longuet-Higgins va phll'cmg phap tfnh 
dong v~n chuyen bun cat cua Bijker hi~n dang dU'<;JC stl- d\mg r(mg riii trong thiet 
ke cac cong trlnh ven ba va boo v~ ba bien. Tuy nhien nhll' dii biet trong tfnh toan 
dong chay song d9c ba h~ so trao doi roi ngang do song ( N va P) anh hll'&ng den 
tac d<)ng cua chuyen d<)ng quy dc;i,o cua h<?-t nU'ac trong song len day bien va do v~y 
gay ra S\f bien doi m<?-nh phan bo CUa toe dQ dong chay song trong vung Song do. 
H~u qua cua S\f bien doi nay la gay ra bien doi lll'qng v~n chuyen bun cat do song. 
Ml,lC tieu cua bai bao la danh gia S\f bien dOi cua phan bo dong v~n chuyen bun 
cat va tong lll'qng v~n chuyen bun cat trong cac dieu ki~n trll'ang song nhat d!nh 
khi thay doi cac h~ so trao doi roi ngang khac nhau. Dii tfnh toan cho hai trll'ang 
hqp: trU'ang hqp bai toan chuan cua Bijker va trU'ang hqp do d<?-C th\fC te t<?-i khu 
V\fC ven ba L~ Thuy - Quang Binh co so sanh vai ket qua do dong chay ven va so 
li~u bun cat thu dU'<;JC bang bay bun cat. Ket qua cho thay m~c du phan bo dong 
chay thay doi rat m~nh khi thay doi h~ so trao doi roi ngang nhll'ng tong lU'qng v~n 
chuyen bun cat dQC ba cho toan b(> m~t cat tu ba ra khai thay doi khong dang ke. 
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